Ethnography Workshop
Winter 2021

Workshop meets on Tuesday from 5:30pm-7:00 p.m.
Online via Zoom

1/12
Angèle Christin, Stanford University
Algorithmic Ethnography and Practice in the time of COVID

1/26
Jabari Evans, Northwestern University
The Anatomy of Digital Clout(chasing): Examining Social Media Visibility and Relational Labor Strategies of Black Youth in Chicago’s DIY Hip-Hop Scene

2/9
Mora Motassi, Northwestern University
’What’s going on that you are not answering me?’: Emotions and practices while facing delayed responses on WhatsApp communication

2/23
Panel Discussion
“Ethnographies of Race and Racial Domination”

3/11 (Thursday)
Book Talk
A Discussion of Fernando Dominguez Rubio’s Still Life: Ecologies Of The Modern Imagination At The Art Museum
In conversation with:
  - Fernando Dominguez Rubio (UC San Diego)
  - Alejandra Uslenghi (Northwestern University)
  - Maite Borjabad (Art Institute from Chicago)
Moderated by Claudio Benzecry

The Ethnography Workshop is open to graduate students and faculty who are interested in the broad range of participant observation, field observations, and ethnographic methods. As a sociological method, ethnography refers to the qualitative description of human behavior, based on intensive fieldwork. For more information about the workshop or to join the listserv, please contact Jun Fang.

Faculty Coordinator:
Michael Rodriguez-Muniz
michael.rodriguez@northwestern.edu
Claudio Benzecry
claudio.benzecry@northwestern.edu

Student Coordinator:
Ewurama Okai
ewuramaokai2025@u.northwestern.edu